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Abstract

Objective Although vast amounts of patient information are captured in electronic health records (EHRs), effective clinical use of this information is challenging due to inadequate and inefficient access to it at the point of care. The purpose of this study was to conduct a scoping review of the literature on the use of EHR search functions within a single patient’s record in clinical settings to characterize the current state of research on the topic and identify areas for future study.

Methods We conducted a literature search of four databases to identify articles on within-EHR search functions or the use of EHR search function in the context of clinical tasks. After reviewing titles and abstracts and performing a full-text review of selected articles, we included 17 articles in the analysis. We qualitatively identified themes in those articles and synthesized the literature for each theme.

Results Based on the 17 articles analyzed, we delineated four themes: (1) how clinicians use search functions, (2) impact of search functions on clinical workflow, (3) weaknesses of current search functions, and (4) advanced search features. Our review found that search functions generally facilitate patient information retrieval by clinicians and are positively received by users. However, existing search functions have weaknesses, such as yielding false negatives and false positives, which can decrease trust in the results, and requiring a high cognitive load to perform an inclusive search of a patient’s record.

Conclusion Despite the widespread adoption of EHRs, only a limited number of articles describe the use of EHR search functions in a clinical setting, despite evidence that they benefit clinician workflow and productivity. Some of the weaknesses of current search functions may be addressed by enhancing EHR search functions with collaborative filtering.
Background and Significance

Electronic information systems are essential to improving the health and health care of Americans. Inherent in this statement is the belief that health care providers should have as much information as possible about their patients. The rapid adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) and health information exchanges has made patient information more available and accessible through the progressive conversion from paper-based to electronic formats. More than 95% of U.S. hospitals and 79% of office-based physicians use certified EHR technology, which implies that most patient information is generated and recorded electronically. However, the efficient and effective use of this information remains challenging because of the limitations of tools used to access it at the point of care.

Although it is reasonable to assume that the amount of data captured per patient in EHRs is increasing, it is challenging to quantify electronic patient information growth precisely. In 2011, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center estimated generating 80 MB in text and image data per patient per year. In data-rich environments like critical care, it is estimated that a patient generates an average of 1,460 new data points daily, and a health care provider is exposed to an average of 4,380 data points during a shift of 12 hours.

As EHR usage expands to facilities beyond hospitals and outpatient clinics—such as nursing homes—the amount of patient data recorded in EHRs is only expected to increase. Digital pathology data and images and results from laboratories external to health systems are examples of data that are increasingly captured by EHRs. Synergistic with this trend, interoperability among EHRs across institutions via health information exchanges adds to the volume of information per patient that clinicians can access.

The increasing amount of patient information available to clinicians typically translates to more time spent in the EHR, which is compounded by the fact that accessing and reviewing patient information is taxing and time-consuming. Clinicians spend a considerable amount of time searching, filtering, and collating a large volume of data to identify important details and ascertain clinically meaningful patterns. Reviewing information in the EHR has been shown to take up a third of the duration of a patient encounter, 12% of each physician hour of work, and 20% of the total time physicians spend using EHRs. This is a source of considerable frustration and often-cited criticism of EHRs, which is exacerbated by confusing EHR layouts and workflows. These challenges in accessing relevant data impede the delivery of care, for instance, through clinicians’ having to rely on their memory or the patient to obtain information instead of searching the EHR, increased time pressure and stress, loss of clinician productivity, increased cognitive burden, and addition of time to a physician’s daily workflow.

Although EHRs have increased the capture and availability of patient information, their full potential to support effective and efficient clinical decision-making is far from realized. One of the primary sources of frustration for EHR users is the difficulty of accessing data efficiently.

One potential solution to the challenge of inadequate and inefficient accessibility of patient information is the development of search capability within EHRs. Zalis and Harris found that EHR searching consumes 20% of a radiologist’s diagnostic effort for each case, and that having to remember many concepts and terms when searching patient records imposes a heavy cognitive burden. The authors discuss how search functions could support multiple clinical decision-making scenarios effectively and efficiently.

The cognitive requirements mentioned by Zalis and Harris to ensure all relevant concepts are searched within a patient’s EHR are nontrivial. It follows that advanced features within an EHR search function could alleviate some of this cognitive load by, for example, providing search term recommendations to clinicians. One method to generate such recommendations is collaborative filtering, the process of filtering or evaluating items and making suggestions using the opinions or behavior of the user and/or others. The widespread, long-term, and successful use of collaborative filtering on Web sites such as Amazon and YouTube suggests that it could be adapted to help clinicians retrieve relevant patient data in EHRs.

We found no existing literature reviews on search functions within EHRs in clinical settings. This lack of summarized knowledge on the topic was the primary rationale for this review.

Objective

The purpose of this study was to conduct a scoping review of the literature on the use of EHR search functions within a single patient’s record in clinical settings to characterize the current state of research on the topic and identify areas for future study. We were particularly interested in research on the process and impact of clinicians’ use of search functions, and any applications of collaborative filtering.

Methods

Due to the lack of existing literature reviews on this topic and our desire to broadly summarize the clinical effects of EHR search functions, we determined that a scoping review was appropriate. Based on the methodology outlined by Arksey and O’Malley, we performed this scoping review in four steps: (1) identify relevant articles, (2) select articles, (3) identify themes, and (4) summarize and report findings. We describe the first two steps here. In the “Results” section, in addition to the results from the first two steps, we provide descriptions of the qualitative syntheses of the selected articles organized by themes. Additionally, we report the information outlined in the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Checklist developed by Liberati et al when applicable.

Identification of Relevant Articles

We searched for relevant journal articles and conference proceedings in four databases: Applied Science and Technology, IEEE Xplore, PubMed, and Web of Science. Since we wanted
to capture as many relevant articles as possible, we developed a search strategy focused on high recall at the expense of precision. The search query included the term “search” appearing in the title or abstract along with one or more of the following terms: “EHR,” “electronic health record(s),” “EMR,” “electronic medical record(s),” or “computerized medical record(s).” The Web of Science database does not have a title or abstract search field, so we used the “Topic” search field that included the title, abstract, and article keywords. The database-specific fields we used are summarized in Table 1.

We included only English-language journal articles and conference proceedings, published on or before December 2020. One of the authors (JRH) used the Mendeley Reference Manager to identify and remove duplicates.

Selection of Articles
We reviewed the titles and abstracts of unique articles obtained in the first step to identify articles for a full-text review (see Fig. 1). We selected articles that studied within-EHR search functions and their implementations,
or examined the use of EHR search functions in the context of clinical tasks. We included articles that described studies:

- focusing on qualitative, subjective user data;
- using quantitative or objective measures of user performance;
- comparing different designs or features of search functions; and/or
- describing how users interact with search functions to identify user needs.

We excluded articles that described the following:

- theoretical search systems or algorithms that were proposed but not evaluated in an actual or simulated clinical setting with users;
- systems or algorithms that were only validated in a nonclinical way (e.g., statistical measures of accuracy);
- studies that focused on using search functions to search across large numbers of patient records as opposed to searching within a single patient’s EHR (e.g., research cohort identification and data mining); and/or
- use of search functions to provide users with information from external information sources, such as PubMed.

Due to the broad search criteria used, many of the returned articles were not about the use of search functions within EHRs (e.g., an abstract that contains both “search” and “electronic health record” is not often about search functions within EHRs). Other articles on information retrieval in EHRs described new search algorithms without clinical validation, functionality for searching across large numbers of patient records, and/or search functions that were not developed to retrieve patient data. Articles that were selected for full-text review but were ultimately rejected are listed, along with reasons for rejection, in Appendix Table A1.

We also searched the four databases for collaborative filtering interventions within the context of clinical tasks. No articles were found.

Results

We identified a total of 5,002 entries from all databases that decreased to 2,966 unique articles after duplicates were removed (see Fig. 1). After screening the titles and abstracts, we selected 57 articles for in-depth review. After full-text review, we excluded 40 articles because they did not describe search functions within an EHR and/or did not investigate the use of search functions for clinical tasks. The 17 articles selected for inclusion in this scoping review are listed and summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Articles included in analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bamnote and Agrawal</td>
<td>Analyzed user logs of an electronic health record (EHR) search function and classified queries as informational, navigational, or transactional; looked at how different types of users use different kinds of queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biron et al</td>
<td>Implemented EHR search function in a cancer treatment hospital in France; discusses details of the tool and its use for both medical care and research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duftschmid et al</td>
<td>Evaluated a within-document search function with diabetes specialists to see if they could find all required pieces of information in a patient’s record within a time limit (with and without search)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke et al</td>
<td>Describes usage of an EHR search function that allows searching of different orders to place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcelon et al</td>
<td>Describes usage of a data warehouse that allows searching within medical documents (within and across records) and its reception among users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanauer et al; Hanauer et al; Yang et al; Zheng et al</td>
<td>Relate to clinical aspects of EMERSE (collaborative search bundles, query analysis, personalization usage)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasan et al</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese semantic search engine evaluated on clinical summarization tasks to determine effect on the time taken to perform tasks by two medical students and two nursing students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovacs et al</td>
<td>Noninstantaneous search engine for radiologists to search the EHR for retrieving data for clinical follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moen et al</td>
<td>Finnish-language search tool assessed by three subject matter experts regarding whether it made finding information in the EHR easier/quicker, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natarajan et al</td>
<td>Examined search queries used in EHR search functions to understand user information needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruppel et al</td>
<td>Assessed EHR users’ searches within individual patient records over 13 mo to understand information needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawfi et al</td>
<td>Gave participants realistic search scenarios in an EHR to complete with and without a search function to evaluate its usefulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye and Fabbri</td>
<td>Created and evaluated an algorithm to highlight “related terms” to expand keyword search within the EHR (compared with exact match only highlighting)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Electronic Medical Record Search Engine (EMERSE) has both clinical and research applications; for this review, we excluded articles discussing only the research applications of EMERSE.
How Clinicians Use Search Functions

How search functions are used varies depending on the user and the clinical task.\textsuperscript{18,31,32} Multiple articles explored how EHR search functions are used, by whom, and how often.

Ruppel et al. analyzed EHR search data from a large integrated health care system to characterize clinicians' information needs within an EHR.\textsuperscript{18} In this study, 35.7\% of all searches performed by physicians and pharmacists were the most active search function users.

Several articles assessed and classified common types of searches performed with an EHR. Most searches performed within a patient's record in a French children's hospital were to identify specific medical events, treatments, and laboratory test results.\textsuperscript{33} Biron et al. observed similar search behavior in their EHR full-text search tool at a cancer treatment facility.\textsuperscript{34} Common queries comprised medications, processes or stages involved in medical care (e.g., chemotherapy, radiotherapy, etc.), comorbidities, and laboratory test results.

Bamnote and Agrawal analyzed user logs of a general search utility (CI Search) to classify types of queries.\textsuperscript{32} Types included navigational (e.g., searching for a patient's medical record number), transactional (an action, e.g., “add note”), or informational (searching for specific data on a patient). Their results showed that 91.8\% of searches made by physicians were informational. Administrative users performed a balance of navigational and informational searches. Of note, not all search engines provide both navigational and transactional functions described in this study, so information on these functions may have limited relevance to other types of search systems.

Regenstrief Institute's Gopher EHR system documented in Duke et al.\textsuperscript{35} differs slightly from some of the other search functions described as it allows users not only to search within a patient's EHR for mention of a phrase but also to place orders (e.g., a laboratory test) via a search box. This article describes the Gopher system was used in a clinical setting. The most common types of orders input into the search box were for medications (38\%), consultations (14\%), call orders (12\%), and laboratory tests (8\%). These orders coincide with some of the commonly searched-for terms in previously mentioned studies.\textsuperscript{33,34}

Impact of Search Functions on Clinical Workflow

Studies investigating the impact of search functions on clinical workflow employed several data collection methods, including objective and subjective, qualitative, and quantitative methods.

Laboratory studies that simulated a clinical setting and provided clinical users tasks to evaluate a search function's time savings were the most common types of evaluations. In three studies, search functions that identified keywords within EHR documents were shown to increase the speed at which participants found relevant data (compared with not having a search function or having only a document-level search function).\textsuperscript{36–38} Decrease the number of clicks required to find data,\textsuperscript{37} and reduce participant cognitive load.\textsuperscript{37}

To elicit opinions of users of their data warehouse, Garcelon et al.\textsuperscript{33} used a survey designed to evaluate the Electronic Medical Record Search Engine (EMERSE).\textsuperscript{39} Of the 59 respondents, 96.6\% said the data warehouse enabled effective searching, 94.9\% said it solves problems or facilitates tasks, 96.6\% said it saves time, 78\% found answers given by the search function were accurate, 86.4\% said the search function found data they may have otherwise missed, and 79.7\% said it expanded their ability to do chart reviews (the article did not distinguish between reviews for a single patient and for identifying a study cohort).

Biron et al. provided only general impressions from clinical users of their full-text search tool.\textsuperscript{34} Their study found that the clinicians strongly approved of the tool, and said they found the searches quick and time-saving. Kovacs et al. described an integrated search function in a clinical setting and focused mainly on the system's performance; 82\% of the 170 queries that returned results over 22 months were clinically relevant.\textsuperscript{40}

Weaknesses of Current Search Functions

Several articles identified weaknesses and challenges with search functions and explored approaches to improving them. Two articles described mapping terms in queries to Unified Medical Language System terms to develop concept-based search terms for better retrieval.\textsuperscript{31,32} However, the complexity of EHR language and the presence of acronyms, abbreviations, and incomplete words limited the concept-based approach. One suggested approach is to use a combination of free-form and concept-based terms for querying.\textsuperscript{32} Other challenges to implementation of search functions are the multitude of synonyms for medical concepts, that negations or mentions in family history are often presented (false positives),\textsuperscript{34} that it is difficult for users to know something is not in a patient's record—despite negative search results (false negatives),\textsuperscript{41} and that some users want a summary of medication changes over time, which is not adequately presented in many search results.\textsuperscript{18}

Hanauer et al.\textsuperscript{42} and Yang et al.\textsuperscript{43} discuss how it is difficult for clinicians (even those with significant experience) to generate a set of minimally necessary search terms to ensure a reasonably inclusive search of the patient's record and to properly formulate their data needs with appropriate queries.

Advanced Search Features

To address the cognitive load imposed on clinicians when developing queries for an EHR search engine, Hanauer et al.\textsuperscript{42} and Zheng et al.\textsuperscript{44} integrated collaborative “search bundles” into University of Michigan's EMERSE system. These bundles were created by users to save a collection of search terms.
under a certain label—e.g., a search bundle labeled “animal bites” including terms such as “dog bite,” “cat bite,” “puncture wound,” and different permutations of “irri-
gate.” This would allow a search containing many terms to be executed quickly and reduce the cognitive load on users. The “collaborative” aspect of collaborative search bundles is derived from users’ ability to share the search bundles they created. Similarly, Duftschmid et al. provided predefined queries for users to reduce cognitive load when searching.

Whereas Hanauer et al. stated that users embraced the EMERSE collaborative search feature more than anticipated, Zheng et al. performed a more in-depth analysis of the usage of collaborative search bundles over 4 years. During this time, there were 451 registered EMERSE users (62.7% academic researchers and 21.6% practicing clinicians) and nearly 1 million searches performed (searches across patient records were not separated from those within a single patient’s record). Approximately half of these searches were assisted by search bundles, and of those bundle-based searches, 35.8% used a search bundle made available by another user. Most of the bundle sharing happened privately (73.8%), likely within individual research groups. More than half of the 702 search bundles created were made available to other users (34.5% to private groups and 20.5% publicly). Of all the EMERSE users, 188 created at least one search bundle, and half of those shared their bundles with others. Seventy-seven bundle users, the so-called bundle leechers, never created a bundle or shared one with others. Zheng et al. also identified some problems with collaborative search bundles used in EMERSE. Most search bundles were shared only with others in the same department, and there was evidence that users entered search terms in a search bundle but did not use the available bundle. This implied a lack of awareness regarding existing search bundles and their applicability to users in other departments, which in turn limited the potential of the system. Additionally, creating search bundles was time-consuming and there was no way of ensuring that bundles were of high quality.

Another study by Zheng et al. examined whether EMERSE users took advantage of the software personalization options available to them (text highlighting options, color palettes, etc.). They found that the vast majority of system users did not use the personalization options available, implying that most customization options were not worth including in a search feature.

Two studies describe the effects of implementing an advanced feature in a search function that presents exact matches to keywords used and results that are close to or related to the keyword. In Moen et al.’s study, evaluators said the tool made it easier and faster to find information within the EHR; whereas some results were not relevant, the evaluators found they were easy to ignore. Ye and Fabbri’s study timed how long it took two medical researchers to determine if patients had had dialysis within 2 weeks of surgery. They found that highlighting exact matches and related terms reduced the time required compared with highlighting only exact matches to the search terms.

Discussion

Given the relatively small number of articles we found (17 papers from 2006 to 2020), the first implication of our findings is that the development, use, and study of search functions in EHRs remain in their infancy. Considering the burden imposed on users by poor accessibility of patient information and the potential of search functions to alleviate it, this is a significant gap. Only a small number of articles in our review studied within-EHR search functions or examined their use in the context of clinical tasks, despite evidence that clinicians generally support integrating a search function in an EHR system, and doing so improves clinician speed and ability to retrieve relevant patient information. However, despite this evidence and the widespread adoption of EHRs, both in the United States and globally, few articles describe within-EHR search function implementations and effects in actual or simulated clinical settings.

Our review identified four themes: (1) how clinicians use search functions, (2) impact of search functions on clinical workflow, (3) weaknesses of current search functions, and (4) advanced search features. Different types of users use EHR search functions differently. This reality highlights the importance of search functions being designed to accommodate the needs of different kinds of users, including those who are not physicians, or physicians who work in various specialties and have differing needs. It also highlights the need for objective assessment of the effectiveness of a search function with comparisons across different tools, different users, and different specialties. The development of a standardized method for assessing the effects (positive and negative) of a search function would be valuable in this area of research. The publication of desiderata for EHR search functions is also an important area of future work to better inform the design of future systems.

Despite the differences in how search functions are used, there are common categories of most searched-for terms. Medical events, patient treatment/medications, laboratory test results, and allergies were found to be among the most common types of searches performed by users, implying that these areas are where clinical users perceive the most benefit from a search function. It is therefore important that developers of EHR search functions understand the needs of their users and ensure that, at minimum, search systems effectively enable searching for terms in these categories. If a search system is being developed for a specific group of users, it would be beneficial that system designers and developers take the time to fully understand the needs of their users.

In the articles we reviewed, challenges were identified with more basic, keyword-identifying search functions. For example, different permutations (spelling, acronyms, synonyms, etc.) of a term or concept carry the danger of missing relevant information. Negations can be presented to the user as false positives. Integration of artificial intelligence and natural language processing approaches in EHR search functions may help decrease false positives and should be considered for future research in this area. Additionally, although some articles specifically mentioned free-text
searching and others discussed search functions using more structured data, it was not an explicit focus of the majority of the articles. The types of data being searched would likely affect the strategies required to ensure better search function performance.

Many EHR systems do not allow for search results to be presented as values changing over time (e.g., medication dosage), a feature that would be beneficial in understanding a patient’s medical history. This demonstrates a need to optimize not only the design and implementation of search functions within EHRs but also the means by which information is presented in EHRs generally. Enabling users to view information quickly and in a way that is most useful to their clinical needs (e.g., variables changing over time) could eliminate arduous searches of a patient’s record. For example, simply having clinical notes organized consistently can minimize the time clinicians spend reviewing them.47

Interoperability of EHR systems (e.g., data collected from different health care institutions) is also an important factor to consider when looking at designing an EHR search function. If the search function can mine both data collected within the native-EHR system and data collected in another system, it may be useful to differentiate between those different data types when provided search results to users.

Many of the difficulties with existing search functions in real and simulated clinical settings can be summarized by the fact that creating an inclusive search that will identify all necessary information in a patient’s record while filtering out false positives is nontrivial. Different sources discussed and experimented with different ways of overcoming this problem.

Multiple studies explored advanced search function features that returned exact matches to search terms as well as related terms.41,46 Although this has been shown to be beneficial in alleviating some of the cognitive load on clinicians to developing inclusive searches, this strategy would require a significant amount of initial effort to map terms to others that are related, and these mappings would need to be updated regularly. Providing predefined queries to clinical users, as suggested by Duftschmid et al.36 would present similar challenges. However, existing work on mapping clinical concepts can help inform the development of search term clusters.48

The most widely known system attempting to address the challenge of creating inclusive searches is collaborative search bundles developed for EMERSE.42,44 Whereas the publications on these search bundles have demonstrated their effectiveness, there were still challenges in implementation, such as users who used bundles made by others but did not contribute their own (“bundle leechers”), lack of awareness of bundles among EMERSE users, the time-consuming nature of developing bundles, and the lack of quality control to ensure bundles were effective.

Collaborative search bundles in EMERSE, however, demonstrate that collaborative searching has significant potential: it allows the expertise of multiple individuals to be shared, improved upon, and used by others to streamline searching through a patient’s record and reduce cognitive load. At the same time, collaborative searching, ideally, should be implemented to ensure the following:

- users know that collaborative searching resources are available;
- resources are easy for users to find and access;
- resources are effective; and
- resources do not require significant setup time from busy clinicians.

The potential of collaborative search led us to search for collaborative filtering algorithms implemented within EHR systems in clinical settings. However, this search yielded no results. Collaborative filtering algorithms, properly implemented, could address many of the challenges identified. An item-based collaborative filtering algorithm could recommend search terms based on a term already entered by a user (therefore identifying potential synonyms or acronyms for the same or related concepts), and a user-based collaborative filtering algorithm could adjust those recommendations based on user characteristics (e.g., type of clinician, field of work). Essentially, such an algorithm could replace collaborative search bundles in alleviating some of the cognitive load associated with creating an inclusive search. Also, the algorithm would not require any explicit input from users as it would gather information and make recommendations automatically based on the actions of other users. An algorithmic strategy that makes recommendations based on the searches of other users of the same system can be extended to other kinds of EHR search functions (e.g., document-level searches vs. keyword searches). If properly implemented, the function could be integrated within the search field (similar to suggested searches on Google or Amazon), potentially saving time and effort for users.

Collaborative filtering algorithms have been proposed for medical and health care settings,49–58 although none have been integrated into a clinical setting. Some proposed collaborative filtering interventions use patient EHR data (e.g., to support rare disease diagnosis51). Recently, an order recommender system using collaborative filtering was tested with physicians in a laboratory setting and positively received by participants.57,58 Additionally, one article and a brief conference proceedings paper propose using collaborative filtering to support EHR search and discuss the methods by which such a system could be developed.55,56 We believe that implementing collaborative filtering within EHR search functions is a promising direction for future work.

This study had some limitations. By limiting our search to four databases, it is possible that articles relevant to this topic were not found and included in this review. It is also possible that relevant articles that used keywords other than those used were missed in our search. We did not limit article inclusion in this review by the language used in the EHR search function (though the article had to be available in English), though we acknowledge that language can affect search function use, impact, and efficiency. An investigation into the effects of different languages and countries on EHR search functions is an interesting topic for future investigation. Additionally, it is clear from our results that search functions have been developed for use within EHRs for over a
decade. We did not, however, investigate how search functions have evolved over this time period, and this is a useful topic for a future review.

Though we focused only on clinical applications of search functions within EHRs, many articles identified by our search described theoretical EHR search systems or assessed search systems’ performance outside of clinical settings. Whereas the information contained in these sources is likely valuable, it is beyond the scope of this review. Additionally, we only searched for academic publications describing clinical implementations and results of EHR search functions. We did not look beyond academic databases to determine which specific EHR systems had implemented search functions, how they work, and how they affected users’ workflow.

Conclusion

Considering the widespread adoption of EHR systems, a surprisingly limited number of research articles have analyzed the use, impact, and weaknesses of existing search functions for clinical tasks. The articles that explored this topic showed that when a search function is available, it is generally positively received by users and usually improves clinician workflow by reducing the time required to find information or review a record. Future research is needed in the development, implementation, and evaluation of efficient search functions in EHRs.

Clinical Relevance Statement

There are several major clinical implications of this study’s results. According to the literature analyzed, search functions are used differently depending on user and task, and users find it difficult to construct an inclusive search. The complexity of the language (e.g., acronyms, abbreviations, and partial-word searches) in medical records makes it challenging to standardize search queries that are useful and efficient to improve the performance of search functions in EHRs. Integrating collaborative filtering is a potential solution to some of the challenges in using EHR searches in clinical settings. Collaborative filtering has been used in medical settings and using EHR data, but we found no article demonstrating its use in an EHR search function. EHR search functions would likely benefit from combining aspects of both item- and user-based collaborative filtering.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. Which of the following is not among the categories of most searched-for terms within EHRs?
   a. Medical events.
   b. Allergies.
   c. Family medical history.
   d. Treatment/medications.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option c. Medical events, patient treatment/medications, laboratory test results, and allergies were found to be among the most common types of searches performed by users.

2. To whom does the term “bundle leechers” refer when considering EMERSE collaborative search bundles?
   a. Users who use bundles made by those in other departments.
   b. Users who use bundles made by others without contributing their own.
   c. Users who slowly and continuously create search bundles over a period of time.
   d. Users who share their bundles with others.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b. EMERSE collaborative search bundle users who use bundles made by others but did not contribute their own were referred to as “bundle leechers.”

Protection of Human and Animal Subjects

No human or animal subjects were involved in this study.
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Appendix Table A1  Articles that were screened but excluded from the review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Reason(s) for exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alafairet et al 2017</td>
<td>Focuses on providing medical information resources to health care providers instead of searching within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biese et al 2013</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairns et al 2011</td>
<td>A system is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a clinical or clinical-like setting. Focuses on providing medical information resources to health care providers instead of searching within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costumero et al 2014</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daumke et al 2010</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divita et al 2016</td>
<td>A system is proposed but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dos Reis et al 2016</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinger et al 2017</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow. An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epstein et al 2010</td>
<td>Focuses on providing medical information resources to health care providers instead of searching within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farfan et al 2009</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcelon et al 2017</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow. An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcelon et al 2020</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong and Zhang 2009</td>
<td>Focuses on health data presentation to the user instead of using a search function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodwin and Harabagiu 2018</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubanov and Pyayt 2012</td>
<td>A system is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond et al 2013</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanauer et al 2009</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanauer et al 2017</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hultman et al 2017</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreuzthaler et al 2015</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kukhareva et al 2017</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lelong et al 2017</td>
<td>A system is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al 2009</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez-Garcia et al 2016</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez et al 2014</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow. An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masseroli and Marchente 2008</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow. An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moen et al 2015</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Reason(s) for exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rinner et al 2012</td>
<td>A system is described but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulz et al 2008</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyfried et al 2010</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonntag and Profitlich 2019</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsai et al 1999</td>
<td>Focuses on providing medical information resources to health care providers instead of searching within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow. A system is described but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasanthakumar and Bond 2018</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al 2018</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu and Yilayavilli 2009</td>
<td>A system is described but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalis and Harris 2010</td>
<td>Discusses usefulness of search features within electronic health records (EHRs) but does not test or propose a specific search function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zampi et al 2012</td>
<td>Focuses on searching across large numbers of records instead of within a single patient’s record during the clinical workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al 2013</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al 2012</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu and Carterette 2012</td>
<td>An algorithm is proposed and validated but not evaluated in a real or simulated clinical setting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>